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INmFaringt11山 yof ]apanese Education， the aut…ve…sity， 
relied upon and have received a great deal of assistance from the ]apanesピDe-
partment of Education (the Monbllsho). This assistance has been given freely 
and generously. Dle to the high degrce of centralization of the ]apanese Educa-
tional System， moreover， ithas been possible to obtλin from the Department ac-
curate and detailed information conC'erning luatters that in other countrIes would 
h込verequired prolonged and repeated enqlliries in diverse local commllnities. 
A word should also be added with regard. tothe statistics employed in this 
study. These have been taken in gelleral from the Report pubJished in English in 
1936 but covering the years 1929-1930. (This delay in the publication of statistics 
is a constant but not particularly important factor that must be taken into con~ 
sideration in any study of ]apanese edllcation). Fortllnately for the authors' pur・
p05e there have been 10 radical changes in the statistical picture during the last 
seven years. N evertheless， wherever it has been necessary or desirable， later五gures
have been obtained from unpublished sonrces and have beeu used here with the 
authority and approval of the Department of Education. -From the Prefaa 
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PEKING IS A GRAND OLD PERSON WITH 
A GRAND OLD PERSONALITY 
By LIN YUT ANG 
Peiping is to Nanking as Kyoto is 
to Tokyo. Both Peiping and Kyoto 
are ancient capitals, around which 
hang an aroma and mystery and 
historic charm which the younger 
capitals, Nanking and Tokyo, can-
not possibly have. Nanking and 
Tokyo stand for the modern age, for 
progress, industrialism and nation-
alism, while Peiping stands for the 
soul of old China, cultured and 
placid; for the good life and good 
living, and for an arrangement of 
life in which the maximum comforts 
of civilization are brought into a 
perfect, harmonious relationship 
with the maximum beauty of the 
rural life. 
That is why, if you ask a Chinese 
who knows both Nanking and Pei-
ping, which one is closer to his 
heart, there is no question that 
Peiping will be the choice. That is 
also why a man -let him be Chi-
nese, Japanese or European-who 
has lived in Peiping for a year 
wouldn't want to live in any other 
city in China. For Peiping is one of 
the jewel cities of the world. Ex-
cept Paris and (by hearsay) Vienna, 
there is no city in the world that is 
quite so nearly ideal, in regard to 
nature, culture, charm and mode of 
living, as Peiping. 
A Grand Old Person 
Peiping is like a grand old person, 
with a grand old personality. For 
cities are like persons, with their 
different personalities. Some are 
mean and provincial, curious and 
inquisitive ; others are generous, 
magnanimous, big-hearted a nd cos-
mopolita n. Peiping is magnani-
mous. Peiping is big. She harbors 
the old and the modern, being un-
moved herself. 
Modern young misses in high-
heeled shoes brush shoulders with 
Manchu ladies on wooden soles, and 
Peiping doesn't care. Old painters 
with white, magnificent long beards 
live across the yard from young col-
lege students in their "public hostel-
ries," (kungyu), and Peiping doesn' t 
care. Packards and Buicks compete 
with rickshas and mule carts and 
caravans, and Peiping doesn't care. 
Some Contrasts 
Behind the towering Grand Hotel 
de Pekin is an alley where life pro-
ceeds as it has been doing for the 
last thousand years-who cares? A 
stone's throw from the magnificent 
U nion Medical College, financed by 
the Rockefeller F oundation, are an-
cient curio shops with ancient cur io 
dealers smoking their water-pipes 
and doing business in their ancient 
ways-who cares? Dress your own 
sty le, pick your own restaurant, 
pursue your own hobby, follow love 
and beauty and truth, and practice 
shuttlecocks or violins - who cares? 
Peiping is like a grand old tree; 
whose roots stretch deep into the 
earth and draw sustenance from it. 
Living under its shade and subsist-
ing upon its trunk and branches are 
millions of insects. How are the in-
sects to know how big the tree is, 
how it grows, how far it reaches 
into the ground, and who are the 
insects living across on the other 
branch of the tree? How can a 
Peiping resident describe Peip ing, 
so old a nd so grand? 
Difficult to Know 
One never feels that one knows 
Peiping. After living there for ten 
years, one discovers in an alley an 
old crank, and regrets not having 
met him earlier ; or a lovely old 
gentleman-painter with a big, bare 
belly s itting on a bamboo cha ir 
under a big locust tree, fanning him-
self with a palm; leaf fan and dream-
ing his hours away; or an old shut-
tlecock player who can make the 
shuttlecock travel inch by inch on 
his head and drop fiat on the sole of 
his shoe at the back; or a society of 
Price 5 sen Publishe:l by the Hokuseido Nishikicho. Kan1a. 'Tokyo 
sword fencers, or a children's school 
of dramatics, or a ricksha coolie who 
turns out to be a member of a former 
magistrate of imperial times. How 
dare one say that one knows Pei-
ping? Peiping is a jewel city, a 
jewel city such as the eyes of man 
have not seen before. It is a jewel 
city of golden and purp'e and Prus-
sian roofs, of palaces and pavilions 
and lakes and parks and princes' 
gardens. It is a jewel set with the 
purple sides of W estern Hills and 
the blue g irdle of the Jade Fountain 
stream and centuries-old pines· look-
ing down on human beings at the 
Central Park, the Temple of Heaven 
and the Temple of Agriculture. In 
the city are nine parks and three 
imperial lakes, known as the " Three 
Seas," now thrown open to the 
public. And Peiping has such a 
blue sky and such a beautiful moon, 
such rainy Summers, such cool, 
crisp Autumns and such dry, clear 
Winters ! 
A King's Dream 
Peiping is like a king's dream, 
with its palaces, princes' gardens, 
hundred-foot boulevards, art muse-
ums, colleges, universities, hospitals, 
temples, p agodas and streets of art 
shops and second-hand book shops. 
Peiping is like a gourmet's paradise. 
It has centuries-old restaurants, with 
old, smoky signboards and wonder-
fu l waiters with shaved heads and 
towels across their shoulders, whose 
courtesy is perfect, since they were 
trained in the tradition of the im-
perial times and catered to h igh 
mandarin officials. It is a place for 
the rich and poor, where every 
neighborhood shop extends credit 
to a poor old resident, where ped-
dlers sell delicacies cheaply and 
where you can loll at a tea restau-
rant and kill an entire afternoon 
over a pot of tea. 
Peiping is the shoppers' heaven, 
being rich in China's old handicrafts 
-books, prints, paintings, curios, 
embroidery, jade, ·cloisonnes, lan-
terns. It is a place where you can 
shop at home, for dealers come to 
your doors with their wares, and in 
early morning the alleys are filled 
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with the most: cllarming musical city, and from the outermost south-
cries of hawkers. ern gate of the southern city reaches 
Peiping Has Quiet inward a central axis five miles long, 
passi ng through successive gates 
Peiping has quiet. It is a ci ty of and leading up to the grand Throne 
homes, where every house has a Hall. 
courtyard, and every courtyard has In the center of the northern city 
a jar of goldfish and a pomegranate is the Forbidden City surrounded 
tree, where vegetables are fresh , and by moats and walls covered with 
pears are pears and pers immons are golden-colored tiles and supported 
persimmons. It is the ideal city, at the back by the Coal Hill, with 
where there is space for every one its five pavilions with rai nbow-
to breathe in, where rural quiet is colored roofs of glazed tile. Coal 
fina lly matched with ci ty comforts, Hill affords a straight view down the 
where streets a nd alleys and canals central axis; near by is the Drum 
at"e so arranged that one can find Tower. On the west and south-wes t 
room for an orchard or a garden and side of the Forbidden City are the 
glimpse the Western Hills while Three Seas, which were the private 
picking cabbage in the morning boating waters of the imperial 
hours-a s tone's throw from a big family. 
department store. Parallel to the main axis are two 
It bas varie ty-variety of color, broad avenues, Hata men Street in 
variety of atmosphere and variety the East City and Hsuanwumen 
of men. It has laws and breakers Street in the West City, each about 
of laws, police and accompl ices of sixty feet wide, and joining them, 
police, thieves and protectors of running east and west before the 
thieves, beggars and kings of beg- Forbidden City, is the great Tienan-
gars. It has sa ints, sinners, Moham- men Street, over a hundred feet 
meclans, Tibetan "devil-expellers," wide. Out near the southern en-
fortune tell ers, boxers, monks, pros- trance of the outer city, on either 
titutes, Russ ian and Chinese taxi side of the main axis are the Temple 
dancers, painters, philosophers, of Heaven and the Teple of Agricul-
poets, collectors of curios, young ture, where the Emperor used to 
college students and movie fans. It pray for a good new year and a 
has political scoundrels, retired old good harvest. 
magistrates, New' Life follo wers, As the Chinese conception of archi-
theosophists, wives of former Man- tectural beauty is serenity, rather 
chu officials, now serving as ma ids. than sublimity, and as the palace 
It has color-color of the old a nd roofs are of the low and broad, 
color of the new. It has the color sweeping type, and as nobody other 
of imperial grandeur of historic age than the Emperor was allowed to 
and of Mongolian plains. Mongoli- have houses with more than one 
an a nd Chinese traders come with story, the total effect is one of tre-
their camel caravans from Kalgan mendous spaciousness. 
and Nankow and pass through its Following up this vision of a 
historic gates. It has miles upon central thoroughfare, and passing 
miles of city walls, forty or fifty feet through its successive arched gates, 
broad at tbe gates. It has gate one comes gradually to the main 
lowers and drum to wers, which an- massive tower of the Forbidden 
nounce tbe evenings for the resi- City, after which marble terraces 
dents. It has temples, old gardens gradually lead up to the central 
and pagodas, where every stone and Throne Hall. All along the tourist 
every tree and every bridge have a ' catches under the crystal-blue sky 
history and a legend. glimpses of the palace roofs with 
Of all the things that make Pei- their golden-colored glazed tiles. 
ping the ideal city to live in, I would A Way of Life 
single out three: Firs t, its archi-
tecture; second, its mode of living, 
a nd, third , its common people. 
Architecture 
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is never so far away that there aren't 
a butcher shop, a grocery store and 
a tea house in the ·near neighbor-
hood. 
And then, you are free, free to 
pursue your studies, your· amuse-
ments, your hobbies, or your gambl-
ing and yo ur politics. Nobody in-
terferes and nobody cares a rap 
what you wear or what you do. 
Nobody asks questions. That is the 
bigness and cosmopolitanism of Pei-
ping. You can associate with saints 
or sinners, gamblers or scholars, 
painters or crooked politicians. If 
you are imperially minded, you can 
loi ter around the palace and the 
Throne Hall and imagine yo urself 
an emperor for a morning or after-
noon. 
But if you are poetic, you can 
wander in any of the nine parks 
around the city and spend an after-
noon at tea tables, sitting on bamboo 
chairs or inclining on rattan couches, 
beneath the pine trees, spending no 
more than 25 cents. And be sure 
you will not be insulted by the always 
cheerful and courteous waiters. 
Or on a Summer afternoon, you 
can go to the Shihshahai Lake, ha lf 
rice fields and half lotus ponds, 
where you can mix with the plebei-
ans enjoying their leisure and watch-
ing boxers and jugglers. Or you 
can go out of the West Gate and 
saunter on the imperial highway 
leading to the Summer P alace under 
the shade of cool willow trees. 
All around you are villages and 
wheat fields, with beggar children 
completely naked, who like to get a 
dime while playing on the roadside, 
anyway. You can start a chat with 
them, or you can close your eyes 
and pretend that you are asleep and 
hear the musical jingle of their 
voices gradually dying out behind 
you. Or you can go to the zoo, 
formerly a Manchu prince's garden, 
just outside the West Gate. 
Or journeying past the present 
Summer P alace, wherein you could 
spend an entire day, you pass scenes 
of idyllic beauty until you reach the 
Jade Fountain with its marble pa· 
goda beckoning to you, where inside 
you can spend another leisurely 
afternoon, clipping your feet in its 
cool gurgling water of an emerald 
color. Or walking farther, you can 
go to the Western Hills and be lost 
there for an entire season. 
The city elates back to the twelfth 
century but in its present form it 
was built by the great Ming Emperor 
Yunglo in the beginning of the fif-
teenth century-Yunglo was the Em-
peror who rebuilt the Great Wall-
and it was conceived in true imperial 
grandeur. There is a southern city, 
slightly smaller than the northern 
Dut what makes Peiping so charm-
ing is the mode of life, organized so 
that one can have peace and quiet, 
while living close to a busy street. 
Living is cheap and life is enjoyable 
for all. While officials and rich men 
can dine in big restaurants, a poor The Common People r ickshaw coolie can buy, with two 
coppers, a perfect assortment of oil, The greatest charm of Peiping is, 
salt, pepper and vinegar for his however, the common people. Not 
cooking purposes, with a few leaves the saints and professors, but the 
of some spicy pl~nt to b~ot. No i rickshaw cooli~s. Paring about a 
matter where one hves, ones house 1. dollar for a tnp by nckshaw from 
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RED ARMY'S PRESTIGE IS LOWERED 
* * BY PURGE * * 
The shooting of Marshal Tukha- distinguished officers. All views 
chevsky and even of the most prom- agree about the fallen prestige of 
inent generals of the Red Army has the Army. 
ceased to be a matter of wonder Marshal Blucher 
in Russia. New men are already in 
the dead men's shoes. Marshal Blucher is the next in im-
At the head of the Army, as be- portance of the living marshals, of 
fore, stands Marshal Voroshiloff, no whom five (Voroshiloff, Tukhachev-
longer the plain, blunt man of yore, sky, Blucher, Yegoroff, and B~dyo?­
but a cloudy, uncertain figure. No- ny) were created wtth the tttle I_ll 
body knows whether to look upon· N~vember, 1935. Tukhac~1evsk~ IS 
him as the figurehead of the nation~ said once to have h_elped 111 ~avmg 
alist tendency in military circles or Blucher, who was mvolved 111 the 
simply as representing the line· of S:tTtsoff "plot" of. 1~10.. Bluc~er, 
least resistance. His real attitude httherto the unoffictal _Yiceroy of 
remains a mystery. His absence ~he F~r East, appears likely now to 
from the "trial" suggested disap- mh~;It t~e part otTukhachevsky as 
proval, but his" Command" to the the brmr: cel!ter ?f ~he Red Arr~~' 
Army issued after the executions to determi_ne Its pnnctples a nd roth-
reviled his recent colleagues as trai- tary doctnne. 
tors and spies. His part in the ex- With all hi~ ~nquestionable ability 
ecutions has not enhanced his pres- and even mt!Itary talent, Blucher 
tige as Commissar of Defence. wiU no.t easily _be able to fill the part 
Army circles who believe in the of the Impresstve dead marshal, the 
" crimes" of Tukhachevsky -if "father" of Soviet tanks and aero-
there are any who really believe- planes. Fo~ there is too muc~ in 
must blame Voroshiloff for having Blucher which recalls the partisan 
been blind to what was going on and the civil war, during which he 
under his nose· those who doubt the commanded·detachments, regiments, 
official version' may justly reproach and divisions, while Tukhachevsky 
him for weakness, for inability or was leading whole armies. Tukha-
unwillingness to protect his col- chevsky . had the a~vantage _ _ of a 
leagues and subordinates. Under him system.atlc and fimshed mihtary 
the Army has lost its colleagues and educatiOn, subsequently an~ contl-
subordinates. Under him the Army nuously deepened and ampltfied by 
has lost its "immunity," which it experience. But in the eyes of _the 
had in fact enjoyed for many years, Government Bluch~r, compromised 
and been disgraced and shamed in by. the blood of . hts comra~es and 
the persons of its highest and most promoted by thetr death, wtll be a 
more "trustworthy" support. 
the West City to the Summer Palace, 
a distance of five miles, you might 
think that you are getting cheap 
labor; that is correct, but you are 
not getting disgruntled labor. You 
are mystified b y the good cheer of 
the coolies as they babble all the 
way among themselves and crack 
jokes and laugh at other people's 
misfortunes. 
Or coming back to your home at 
night you might chance upon an 
old rickshaw coolie, clothed in rags, 
and telling you his sad story of pov-
erty and misfortunes with humor, 
refinement and fatalistic good cheer. 
If you think he is too old to pull 
rickshaws and want to get down, he 
will insist on pulling you to your 
home. But if you jump down and 
surprise him by giving the full fare, 
there's a lump in his throat and you 
are thanked as you have never been 
thanked before in your life. 
-New York Times, 
A Boon Companion 
The third and next live Marshal 
is Budyonny, rather a decorative 
figure than a potential maker or 
leader of armies. He is certainly 
popular in the Army, especially 
among the lower ranks, but more as 
a boon companion than as a general 
or marshal, a living example for 
purposes of agitation of the "demo-
cratic spirit." He is apt, as of yore, 
to g ive the men a "singsong," to 
dance to or with them--as he did on 
board the Mara t last autumn. He 
has been less spoilt than the majori-
ty by the reintroduction Qf military 
titles. 
Next in rank is Marshal Yegoroff, 
now Deputy Commissar of Defense 
in place of Tukhachevsky. On a 
level with him is Admiral Orloff, 
Commander of the Naval Forces 
of the Soviet Union. Both are ex-
officers, and unl ikely to play more 
than a "technical" role. Of the five 
"First-Rank Army Commanders" 
only two remain unscathed, Shapo-
shnikoff, now Chief of the General 
Staff, and Byeloff, Commander of 
the Military District of White Rus-
sia, neither much more than pawns. 
Byeloff could not hope to retain his 
post under any regime other than 
the present, in which his position 
closely resembles that of three new 
commanders of other military dis-
tricts, Moscow (commanded by 
Marshal Budyonny), Leningrad (Ge-
neral Dybenko), and Transcaucasia 
(General Kuibysheff). 
Dybenko is the famous sailor of 
the old Russian fleet who married 
the more famous "Madame Kollon-
tai," added to his "fame" by acts 
of cruelty during the civil war, and 
was a commander whom Tukha-
chevsky would not place at the head 
of any but out-of-the-way districts. 
Kuibysheff, a brother of the more 
famous Kuibysheff who held a num-
ber of the highest economic posts in 
the Government until his death two 
years ago, is scarcely known even in 
the Army. All the important pro-
motions are of Stalin's associates in 
the civil war, all persons who have 
been averse from and in some meas-
ure passively opposed to the mo-
dernizing theories of Tukhachevsky. 
In no case has a "deputy-comman-
der" of any of the executed generals 
been promoted to succeed his chief. 
The New Watchword 
The Government to-day appears to 
mistrust the younger generation of 
the men who fought in the civil war 
and afterwards passed through the 
school of Tukhachevsky or Kork, 
both of whom were zealous for a 
number of years in g iving additional 
teaching and training to senior of-
ficers of the Army. There are only 
two men of this "school" who have 
maintained and even improved their 
positions. One is General Alksnis-
Astroff, Commander-in-Chief of the 
Air Fleet and Deputy Commissar of 
Defence. The other is General 
Fedko, the new Commander of the 
Kieff Military District. He was Blu-
cher's assistant in the Far East, to 
which post Tukhachevsky sent him 
from the Volga Basin in 1933 for the 
purpose of defending Vladivostock 
and the Maritime Province. T he 
district he now commands ranks 
only second in importance among 
the military districts of the western 
front of the Soviet Union. 
It is clear that, with all their 
ability and talent, it is not these two 
geqerals who will determine the 
further course and development of 
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BOMBERS WILL WIN THE 
* * NEXT WAR * * 
By Capt. NORMAN MACMILLAN, M.C., A.F.C. 
The present Sino-japanese hostilities in China have, more than any other 
engagem'ent, not excepting the hostilities in Spain, shown the importance of 
bombiug planes in major engagements. 
ln the following article a well-known British writer discusses the bomber as 
the master weapon of today, superior to warships. 
During the air exercises recently I 
flew as observer in one of Bri tain's 
fastest bombers-the 279 miles an 
hour Bristol Blenheim. As we dron-
ed among the clouds, with the carpet 
of earth speeding past three miles 
below, I wondered how it is possible 
for people to delude themselves into 
the belief that more than the barest 
fraction of airplanes of this type 
could be c~es:-royed before they reach-
ed their targets. 
And the Blenheim is only the in-
dex of still faster speeds to come. 
Cities are wide open targets for 
attacks by high explosive and the 
deadly thermite bombs whose incen-
diary compound burns at a tempera-
ture of 3,000 degrees Centigrade. 
Such incendiary bombs of the 
smaller types could be scattered, 
literally, in showers, producing tires 
which unfortunately might get out 
of control, and so turn an urban dis-
trict into a fiery holocaust. 
Each mili tary epoch in the history 
of mankind has produced a weapon 
which bas had a paramount effect 
in war when properly applied. 
Today that Weapon is the Bomber 
Hitherto, the greatest safeguard 
against the bombing airplane has 
been the weather. During the Great 
War atmospheric condiLions often 
kept the airplanes on the ground . 
But this handicap has been over-
come in less than 20 years. 
Now, with blind-flying instruments 
and automatic pilots, the airplane 
can sweep through clouds and fog 
with stability as perfectly maintain-
ed as in the clearest sunlight. Gone 
are the times when the moon was 
needed as a guide to fly by night. 
The recent flight of the fl yi ng-boat 
Cambria from I1 eland to Newfound-
the Reel Army. The new watch-
word, "Bolshevize the Reel Army," 
which Stalin has issued will be given 
effect to by men like Dybenko and 
Byeloff, politically more suitably 
prepared for the task and more 
"trustworthy."-London Times. 
land is an excellent example of the 
capabilities of the modern airplane. 
Night Flying 
In that triumphant crossing of the 
world's most difficult aerial ocean 
passage, the commander of the Cam-
bria, Captain Powell, flew blind 
through heavy rain and clouds for 
eight continuous hours against a 
strong head wind in the darkness of 
the night. 
Those who know what flying 
means can visualize the conditions 
that he had to face. 
Immediately in front of the flying 
controls the lighted instruments on 
the dashboard, like a night-light in 
a darkened room; beyond that, no-
thing but the rain streaming on the 
windows; all around invisibility, the 
spreading wings and stabilizing tail-
plane cleaving a steady passage 
through the heaving, storm-drench-
ed air. 
And remember that this part of 
the flight was made without the aiel 
of wireless. Out of touch with the 
radio stations on each side of the 
Atlan t ic, the Cambria's commander 
flew by dead reckoning and kept to 
scheduled course over an air distance 
of 1,200 miles. 
Three years ago such a flight 
would have been impossible. So 
swift has been the advance in avia-
tion in this brief period! Designers, 
engineers, chemists, metallurgists, 
scientists, and master pilots have 
made this age-old dream come true. 
And what the civil flying-boat has 
clone the military bomber can equal-
ly achieve. 
However much one may deplore 
the employment of the bomber as a 
military weapon, one cannot ignore 
the writing in the sky. Never, per-
haps, in the history of the world has 
a development of such profound im-
portance threatened all the previot..~ 
ly held conceptions of the art of 
war. 
In Minor Wars 
The naval and military command-
ers who steep themselves in the 
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theories of the past as the guide to 
the future probabilities of war do so 
at the direct peril to the nations 
whose military destinies they guard. 
So far-and for that we can be 
grateful -we have not seen a Great 
Powers' war in the air. From 19 . 4 
to 1918 the aerial forces were sub-
. jected to the needs of generals and 
admirals for land and sea vvarfare. 
Since those days the air weapon has 
been employed only in minor wars. 
Yet, looking at the wars in Ethio-
pia, in Spain, and in China fairly 
and without cant, is it too much to 
say that without the bomber the 
story of several actions might have 
had a different ending? I do not 
think it is. 
Apart from all questions of poli-
tical prejudice, would Bilbao-a city 
that had hitberto successfully resist-
ed siege-have fallen without the 
bomber as a weapon of attack? 
Bombs Havoc 
Would the Japanese have been 
able to dominate northern Hopei so 
swiftly without the bombers that 
they brought into action without the 
slightest hesitation? 
At Tientsin the Japanese had the 
ascendancy in bombers. They were 
thrown into action within15 minutes 
of the enveloping movement of Chi-
nese troops. Soon Tientsin was be~ 
ing rapidly demolished by their 
bombs and the Chinese forces were 
in rout. 
People sometimes say to me: If 
the bomber is so effective, why 
hasn't it finished the war in Spain 
already? 
My answer to that is: Give one 
side in Spain a sufficient preponde-
rance in bombers and the war would 
soon be over, as indeed was Italy's 
conquest of Ethiopia. 
The truth appears to be that the 
majority of the airplanes in Spain 
are of the fighting and observation 
types. 
In the House of Commons on July 
19 Sir Henry Page Croft gave the 
number of airplanes brought down 
by General Franco's forces as 239. 
Of these, only 37 were bombers. T11e 
remaining 202 were fighters and ob· 
servation airplanes. 
To obtain its maximum effect the 
bomber must be adequately muni-
tioned. 
According to a German military 
writer, Colonel Rudolf von Xyland-
er, in the first attacks on Madrid, 
bombs weighing 100lb. were used. 
They penetrated the ground to a 
depth of just over 3ft. 
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I know Madrid well, and that is 
just what I would expect. Many of 
its streets are paved with granite 
setts, which offer excellent resist· 
ance against light bombs. 
550Jb. Bombs 
But when, later, bombs weighing 
550lb. were used against the city, 
the penetrative effect was very dif· 
ferent.- Six-story houses were cut 
from top to bottom, and the bombs 
drove through five stories of ferro· 
concrete buildings. 
Thus, to obtain the results that 
can be achieved from aerial war, 
two factors are of paramount im· 
portance: 
First, the number of bombers 
available must be adequate for 
the particular campaign. 
Secondly, they must be able to 
transport bombs large enough to 
deal with their specific targets. 
Whenever the bomber has been so 
employed it has won the day. The 
reason is not far to seek. 
In its power to engage in action 
swiftly the bomber is superior to any 
other weapon in existence. It can 
engage land and sea forces when and 
where the air commander wishes. It 
can prevent the approach of ships; 
it can pave the way for the advance 
of troops; it can outrange artillery. 
"The moving finger writes and 
having writ moves on." 
The writing in the sky is plain to 
see today for all who have eyes to 
see. It is that, with the bomber now 
the master weapon, superior to the 
warship or to any other arm, the 
country that possesses the biggest 
force of really efficient bombers will 
win the next war. 
-The Daily Mail, London. 
ment of the T.S.R. in manoeuvers 
must be carefully weighed in this 
connection-their employment in the 
trade defence exercise off the mouth 
of the English Channel at the end of 
June, for example, resulted in the 
destruction of four enemy "raiders" 
which were attacking shipping. But 
it is to be noted that much of the 
information on which they acted 
was obtained by flying-boats on 
patrol or by purely reconnaissance 
machines. The attacking force was 
given the approximate position of 
the target by other aircraft. On one 
occasion three separate searching 
forces were given the last known 
position of the "raider," but failed 
to find the enemy. 
Airplane's Possibilities 
BRITAIN TESTS AERIAL 
BRANCH OF THE FLEET 
The functions of aircraft in naval 
warfare are (1) scouting, (2) artillery 
spotting, (3) attacking by bomb, tor-
pedo, or machine-gun; and their 
usefulness, as at present determined, 
is in that order. Their potential 
usefulness as scouts is unquestion· 
ab:e. Their range of action, for one 
Future developments in aerial 
oversea tactics will be one of the 
most important of the tasks to be 
watched over by the new Assistant 
Chief of the Naval Staff (Air). It is 
clear.from the official announcement 
of the appointment that Rear Ad-
miral Cunningham is to devote his 
whole attention to the Naval Air 
Arm, and, while vital matters of 
organisation and supply (both of 
personnel a nd m aterial) will absorb 
a great deal of his time, the tactical 
employment of the Air Arm is a 
problem needing the closest study. 
It is freely admitted by . both naval 
and air leaders that in this matter 
we are all still in the stage of learn· 
ing the alphabet, though some 
bright students are able to spell 
simple one-syllable words. The ta· 
ctical school is an infant school plus 
a research station. And even the 
professors are barely more than 
pupil teachers. 
The basic principles of tactics in 
war are, of course, immutable. It 
is the employment of the weapon 
within those principles that provides 
the prob:em. Here, then, we must 
be prepared for a state of flux; the 
experiment of today which promises 
so well may be completely nullified 
tomorrow. 
Function of Bombers 
A point of outstanding interest at 
the stage at which .we have arrived 
is the threefold employment which 
is given to certain types of machine 
such as the Swordfish and Shark thing, ensures that the Admiral will 
receive information about the pres-
designs. They are officia lly cata- ence, course, speed, and disposition 
logued as "Torpedo-Spotter-Recon- of an enemy force much earlier than 
naissance machine3," abbreviated, he could do from a cruiser force. 
as is the service custom, to "T.S.R." With a combined speed of approach 
Their function is to act as bomb and of forty knots he ought to have his 
torpedo droppers, 'as spotting and first reports five hours before contact 
photographic machines for the fleet's is made. Jellicoe a t Jutland had 
guns, and as scouts for the provision rather less than three hours, and the 
of information to the Commander- reports that were made to him were 
in-Chief and his staff. There is strong in the main so inadequate that when 
evidence here of the influence of ultimately contact was made be-
naval thought on the employment tween the main bodies he had only 
of aircraft oversea. The T.S.R. rna· a few seconds in which to decide on 
chine is the aerial equivalent of the his course of action. Aircraft re· 
cruiser, which also has a triple func- ports of enemy movements will need 
tion. to be made on a system fundamen, 
The T.S.R.s are a comparatively tally different from that in force in 
recent introduction, and it is too the cruiser squadrons of the Grand 
early yet to say that they will es· Fleet in the last war. The mechani~ 
tablish th~mselves as a permanent cal value of the aeroplane can all 
type. Indeed, it is permissible, on too easily be cancelled by personal 
the evidence so far available, to inefficiency in sending reports. 
doubt whether such a threefold task The Admiral, having received the 
can be carried out by one machine, first reports of the presence of the 
with its necessarily limited crew. It enemy, will need first of all to sup• 
is permissible to doubt whether the port his scouts by fleet-fighters to 
human element can be trained to prevent any check to the flow of 
such a degree of versatility as is re· information. And he may decide 
quired. The seaborne cruiser car- also to harry the hostile force with 
ries a torpedo lieutenant, a gunnery torpedo a nd bombing attacks. But 
lieutenant, a navigator, and usually his ultimate and controlling aim all 
Staff College graduate for opera· the time will be to bring his main 
tions and intelligence service. Each force and his main armament into 
of these has a working staff of petty action against the enemy. The air-
officers and men for the mechanical craft are but instruments to that 
work. In the T .S.R. there is' a pilot, end. 
and observer, and a spare hand to The spotter.reconnaissance air-
do all the work. craft come into operation when con· 
Certain successes in the employ- • tact between the two fleets becomes 
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imminent. On the subject of spot· 
ting the fall of shell at sea by ob-
servers in aeroplanes little is allow-
ed to be known publicly. It can be 
said that the task is one of extreme 
difficulty. Even in an orderly en-
gagement, where four ships at the 
head of the line are engaged with 
the four ships at the head of the 
enemy line, each firing at its op· 
posite number, accurate spotting is 
no easy matter even if the spotter 
machine is not attacked by opposing 
craft. But when, as at Jutland be-
tween 6:25 and 7:15 p.m., the air-
man's own fleet is firing at an in-
distinctly seen line, without know-
ledge as to where is its head or its 
tail-when, that is to say, No. 2 in 
his line may be firing at No.7 in the 
enemy line without knowing it,-
the task of deciphering the shell 
splashes becomes almost impossible, 
and the likelihood of utterly wrong 
ranges and deflections being given 
to the firing ship becomes almost a 
certainty .. So few people realise how 
frequently it happens at sea that 
visibility is far less than the range 
of the guns. Even on a cross-Chan-
nel passage, if civilians can see five 
miles they think the sea is clear, 
whereas two fleets seeking action 
might be eight miles apart and only 
dimly sight units in the other line 
through occasional gaps in the haze. 
Torpedo=Bombing 
The tactics of the torpedo-bomb-
ing attack have been seen by thou-
sands of civilians who have visited 
the dockyards during Navy Week. 
The conditions are a little unfair to 
the aircraft because the number of 
chimney-stacks and high cranes in 
and around the yard make it danger-
ous to descend as low for the mimic 
attack as c:an be done in the open 
spaces at sea. Consequently the at-
tacking planes often obviously miss 
the target altogether since the pilot's 
attention is largely occupied with 
the safety of his machine among the 
obstructions. Nevertheless, a fair 
idea of dive-bombing is given by 
these displays. A vital point in the 
whole problem of tactics in such an 
assault can never be decided until 
it is tested under war conditions-
can the anti-aircraft armament of 
the ship smash up the bombers as 
they dive and before they reach the 
target? Present-day anti-aircraft bat-
teries can pour out an appalling 
stream of .high-explosive shell as a 
moving curtain in front of the diving 
machines. · One foreign gun, for ex-
ample, can fire 250 shells a minute, 
each weighing 2lb.-that is to say, 
in the few seconds that it takes to 
AVIATION IS GOING UPSTAIRS 
By DONALD E. KF;YHOE 
From Aide to Col. Charles A. Lindbergh 
It is noon, but the sun is only a increased, for fast sky liners can 
silver disk in the gloom of the strato- plunge from good weather into bad 
sphere. There are no birds, no in a few minutes. But the strata. 
clouds; the weird purple sky seems sphere is at all the times free from 
forever doomed to icy desolation. storms and "bumps." Here, where 
But suddenly, through the eternal the stars shine constantly, planes 
dusk, a tiny glow appears. It grows will be guided by celestial naviga-
brighter. There is a fl ash of lighted tion, and speeds will be so great that 
windows, a glimpse of people dining only long-distance fl1ghts will be 
within a warm, sealed cabin; then practical, glides to airports starting 
the stratosphere ship is gone, racing 200 miles away. 
to span the continent at the speed of First to explore the stratosphere 
a rifle bullet. was Major Ralph Schroeder. While 
Yesterday, only a dream. Tomor- testing army planes to determine 
row, a reality. Four of the leading their altitude "ceilings," he noted a 
American aircraft companies are surprising increase in speed at 26,000 
today designing large passenger feet. As be went on with the flights, 
planes equipped for high altitude ; climbing higher each day, his speed 
flights. The Army Air Corps has always increased. Then came the 
just completed a new laboratory for final test. "I had climbed to 34,000 
tests connected with alti tude flying. feet. The plane became so steady 
Three universities are conducting that it seemed to hang motionless. 
medical experiments in cooperation The engine took on a deep, majestic 
with the government to determine note. It was as though I had enter-
human reactions at various pressure ed another world." 
!e~els. Vyithin six or seyen ~on_ths, Schroeder had passed the last 
tt IS pred1cted, five leadmg mr hnes frontier and he flew in the strata-
will begin jo~nt experiments in sphere. 'But that moment of victory 
stratosphere flym~.. came to a sudden, almost tragic end. 
"\broad.' the _Bnttsh ar~ now ex- Nearly eight miles up, his oxygen 
penmentmg wtth. a spectal strato- ran low. As he lifted his huge 
sphere pl"!ne at _hetghts up to 50,000 double goggles to look for his re-
feet, and 111 thetr latest m~-cham~er serve flask, he knocked the oxygen 
tests have proved that ptlots wtth tube from his lips. His senses whirl-
pr:essure smts can go to 80,000 feet ed, and his eyes, frozen in the bitter-
~vtt~~ safety. Alt;~ad~ Germany h_as cold air, turned up into their sockets. 
tt:> . sea_led-tube s!11ps, France tts Blinded, senseless, he rode the plane 
h1gh-altttude expenment"!l . f?lane.s, down in a headlong clive. In the 
and Italy a separate clivtston 111 thick air below he recovered con-
w~~ch pilots a~e bei~1g trained for sciousness. He pulled his eyes down 
mthtary operatwns 111 the strato- into place, saw the ground toward 
sphere. which he was plunging at 600 feet a 
Speed ;;tt lo;.ve_r levels has almost second. He pulled out a t 1800 feet 
reached Its hmtt, and danger has and landed, still almost blind. 
dive from 10 000 feet to the 100 feet This was 1920. Now, dozens have 
at which th~ bomb is dropped, or followed that upward tr:ail. From 
the 50 feet at which the torpedo can recent government expe~nne~1ts_ and 
be launched, one gun alone will have from th~ plar:s of our ma)or atr _hnes, 
sprayed a quarter of a ton of metal a defimte ptct~re of t~e ulttma~e 
fragments in the path of the ma- stratosphere. shtp and tts fi1ght ~n 
chine not to mention the air dis- the upper sktes has emerged. Bmlt 
turba'nce caused by more than a for nonstop coast-to-coast service, 
hundred successive explosions of the the plane is not unlike our present 
shells. huge air liners, but there is a cabin 
Therein we niay see one cogent within a cabin, braced to withstand 
reason for checking a too hasty ten- the internal pressure, so that the 
dency to believe that air attack has manufactured atmosphere will not 
revolutionised naval tactics. All ex- burst out or leak away. Double 
perience of armament, since the clay windows, with a vacuum between, 
gunpowder was invented, goes to are .used to prever:t frost from col· 
show that for every advance in the lectmg on the outs1de because of the 
offensive there is a counter in the warmth within. 
defence.-Manchester Guardian. For a time after the take-off, 
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More than one air.line officiall i~"):--~~ l s~~h~~~a~~n';-';- ~;;e~ ~a~~~~~t'; . ~~川 ThreeSeas. 沓長城の庭閣内の大波地(北
looks forward to a future which I efective up to 250剖 oft. range. The shels I 海、中海、南海)
dwarfs the preceding description.1 a四 proviふdwith . superse，nsi，tive， ~us.es apd 1 extends cr~dÍt t仏掛支払l-C呉れる
Tl;ey expect cruising ~speeds~ oTsou I ~~~~~de ~~o~ 仰山ct with the fa伽Icof叫devil叫 pell的・ 御紛勝郎
to 1000 miIes 3n' h加ou叫rじ.w引ithp凶Ia叩ne叫刊足:立芯， J芯t拭2士L1記t;Jぷl♂坑:tt詑:ご:;f己立t叫副I-d伽a叩nce包 職鵬業的声ダ，ンバサ-
a勘旬y凶i凶n昭g above 100，OOO feet; roundlshels at a predetermined mgp and sol Kalgan. 援家口
trゆs-fromNe"Y. Y.or~. to ~~r?pe ~n I ~~;~;nt-th;ml"f;ïìi~~:;;;;~;g'tr'~~;s -;;~- th~ I ~ank?w. 南口
one day; world.girdli昭 flightsi川ground. Now， an aIrcraft hit by one 0什Yunglo. 明の永費生帝
ships that keep pace with the sun. 1 ihese shels， even ifnot struck in 'a vulner. 1 Throne Hall. 太利殿
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stratosphere. 成!苦闘
air-chamber. 気室
bump. 空中の惑~l\ おt~
ceiling. 上昇限界
take-off. 問[i決
small-bore. !J、口j宅
ma-I com!lresso_~ = air~cornpressor. 主主総[毘f宅機
world-girdling flight. 世界一周飛行
(Altitude Rec唱rd)
Sq.-Leader = squadron.leader. 中 fE主t主主主
爆1車及ぴ魚 I 1:1:、海軍少佐
(Big Guns) 
self-destroying device. . . 前以て標準ら
決められてrt;:，距離で旅丸た破裂さすた
めの自爆装置
fuselage. (飛行機の)機蜂
pursuit plane. .il禁機
single-seater fighter. fJl.H:戦問機
石ラJ 編輯室から
エf{大昨年炉，j7jと前lこして我々の小雑誌し l時局
的lこρ1)切って武者諸氏に見える事lこしt:。
始めから終リまで会誌悉(If!j作15巴事である。
然し乍ら会誌ct"Yゴクと云ふ;窓i永でない。
支部の writer;[;{;託金氏の北京在諮る記事の
如吾1己主p:の威力と注意lこ依って戦火から放
IHLt:Ur!)れ波ろ;f*~の 1:の永遠の者11 北京た
杭い ζ依す所がなし、。今や秋空 聖ー子FI章旗が
fiílJ i'~ìJ 主 ~tら L そに秋風に IH: めいて応るで
あらう。
x x x 
13<:事境の側而[ソグヱー l、の動向1:1:吾人
の重大なる Ib日心のーであろ 。ヰ~'I こスターワユノ
英仰j年映研 |の トノ、チェアスキイ元nli;lH也に到する所謂
清掃工作後の赤誌の動きこそI!t界の注'1直の
的でわる。ロンドンタイムユ紙の視る所在以
てすれ[工走れにイたって赤軍の成カ1:低ドさ
れれと云ふ。同紙のi民主主とf9i論たお目lこかげ
る事としれ。(力パー iuへ絞り
弓ιヲヂ
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Forbidden City. 紫築城(議息域) I イジ政的1{と2革命平の争奪J也鮎となり、i0i
Coal Hill. 弘G1 (父1:1~士山と云ふ) I 般革命訟の手i二郎しれ
to boot. 1l上l二、オマケに I Hopei. 河北符
nobody cares a rap. 諮れも全然閥1:1:ない Ifighterニfightingplan巴. 戦闘機
Shihshahai Lake. 1tf-1j海 I observation plane. 偵察機
dime. (米俗語)十銭銀貸 I ferro問印ncrete. 鍛筋コング 9 トー
Summer Palace. 限利|羽 I (Britain Tests) 
(Red Army) I Torpedo -Spotter -Reconnaissance 
in the dead men's shoes. 死人の後釜i二I chine. 魚、官偵察機
坐つに府ろ I service custom. "Iiの習慣
no longer the plain， blunt man of yore. I spotting. 王室見する事
{i:ての飾りのないプグキヲポウな人で Ibomb and torpedo dropper. 
すよくして、変色める不安な人物 | 常投ド飛行機
Commissar of Defence. 人民間以j委員長 Iintelligence service. 情報勤務
trial. トハナエプスキイ元日中某f自の所謂謀 iStaff College. 陸(浴)主宰六与
奴者の殺タjのこと ! Sea-borne cruiser. 海上の巡洋鑑
immunity. 免疫性、~!lち此庭では、他から I a spare hard. . . Mで Lする
三~f. 1凶日れられなし、消 \'['1生 I raider. 此庭で1:1air-raiclersで空襲j隣
recalIs the partisan and the civil war. I range of action 行動(ì{~問(行動学径)
'il，~ i氏央とl有筒Llly代た想起きぜる I artillery spotting. 砲撃(1百準及びrmij1)1Iil!
a potention maker of. . . 陸軍た剣リ上 j刈j
げるカ1.e1Tする人 i acombined speed of forty knots.政及び
boon companion. 仲間i、遊び友達飲付J[司| 味方の雨方から技返する;主力 40ノY トで
Madam Kollontai. ソグエー l、の女外交官 IJellicoe. ilt界大戦 i~;~rr?j: ω英凶勝会艦隊司
the Maritime Province.沿海州(γ ペりア)I 令長官 (18均一1935)
I The Grand Fleet. 大戦治時の:9H剥脱会#J1Ji
(Bombers wi1l Win) 1 隊
the only index of . . . .来るべき更によ Iin force. 行はれて，r;I}1:
り大なる λ 己ード(た持つ飛行機)の見本 Ifleet-fighter. 艦隊戦別機
t:ろに渇fyfよい I to prevent any check to the fiow of in-
thermite ( ~thermit). 焼夷剤 formation. '1，!dUJ1l:集に到する支障なか
incendiary bomb. 焼夷河 | らしめんがぬ
blind-fiying. 1ヲ[])I~ 干了 I scoutニ scoutingplane 
自ying-boat. 飛行・艇 I The likelihood of utterly wrong ranges 
head wind. riQひ風 and deflections. .・・全然設った!照準及び
tail plane. )己主連~ 偏流 (U_\I~ 丸の)の指導が後!臼Ijlω以艦に拠
dead-reckoning. 推測航法(此民主でi:ti'ヨnl へられる事1:1:必定1ご
飛行の事) I on a cross-Channel passage. 
the writing in the air. 定l二千Fかれて府ろ| 断の航海で1:1
文字@!lち航空界の形勢 I high-explosive shell as a curtain. 強烈
without cant. I芸誌な〈して、@!lち別らさ I 7，よる爆裂楽1J?ダイゲし来るM'株主の前而に
まi二 | 動(]]ーデよ/の様に恐るべき開丸の流れ
Bilbao. スペ ~ '-"~~郊の工業手:市で、スペ | た古士山する;lJ~が rll 来る
(穿~.:::種郵便物認可)8 
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Adventures in Far 
Eas重el.nJournalism 
byH. G. W. Woodhead， C.B.H. 
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Book by an lndustrial Magnate 
The Spi..itむf
Japanese Indust..}' 
工業日本精神
by Ginjiro Fujihara 
'Iranslated into EnglishりY.Fukukita 
IlIustrated with flur beautiful Japanese c%ur 
P>rints and eight photographs 
Priee￥3.50 POJtage 22 Jen 
T~印刷s at once a…and … of the同…叩p
pans剖lon0ぱf]apanese industry. The author's bold and frank statements 
are not concerned with too detailed figures， but what a ]apanese mag. 
nate of industry has to say on the industries'of his country and abroad deserves 
attention of everybody interested in 'the economic situation of ]apan today. 
Mr. Fujihara tries to show that Japan's industrial advance has been well. 
founded， and enumerates， among the reasons， those national traits which he 
believes have contributed to its phenomenal progress. The book is distinct 
from other English books of the kind and should prove of particular interest 
to foreign readers in that the author of the notable.、Japanese book has addressed 
himself e:x;clusively to his countrymen. 
'l'he Japanese edition，即hichhas gone through thirty impre88ion8， 
wωamong the best-selerl of 1935. 
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(八頁Lリ健()
其後の数頁はすべて之れた飛行機とさ豊中
犠の滋去と未来或1:各軍用機の性能、飛行機
とi移軍力、軍用機の搭載武器等の記事l二宛て
て置いれ。如何に航空界が進歩しつ与ある
か!特lこ役中戦術の驚Cぺき遜歩と恐るべ
き勝来の見透しlこ封Lて我ら1.tこV驚嘆ぜ
ざるた得ないものであるr現在及a:将来の職
争の認識の一宇1:飛行機からと云ふl.ie言
ではないであらうの本競l次む品数篇何れL権
威者の筆l二成り.所論詳密lこして明確識者諸
氏各位が何れも草喜んで議了ぜられるであら
う事た信じて疑11:ない。
x x X 
一方今次事警に際Lて吾人が毎日、新聞ら
設むごとに憤怒lこ耐えないの1:...如何lこ諸外
闘人が或1 :砂くとも諸外岡新聞釈が事幾の
正確なる認識lこ依げて居るかと云ふ事であ
る。是れ位自明の事が分らないかと思ふと 11:
がゆくて耐えられない程である。然L之等の
認識不足の-ttの罪11:我々日本人の負ふべ
~ l.の、DP1>吾人が彼等の迷夢たさまさぜよ
うとしないが放でわる。本誌と我;1:¥版部11:英
語l二週ぜる識者諸氏各位が、一人々々我代続
者t:ろ意気と受悟ル以て臨まれん事た紛っ
て巳まないものである。
此意味から出版部11:本次事警警に闘する日
本の立場と問題のE差点と本質Jf.a:外人側の
論言平等1eめつめれ-!l、加子le世l二主主つれ。世
界の喧君主なる謎笈俸裡lこわって先づ自ら認
識や深くiE.Lくして以て外人の家島問(-
.l!JとぜられるならI'!我々の満足11:之iこ過告・
t!..、であらう。『表紙参照』
否姿
'-~ tr 
所
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7ust Out 
Japanese Tales of 
All Ages 
8 ~ AC 
by 
OMORI HARRIS 
Author of ' ' Lotus through the Slime '' 
360 pages Price ¥2.80 in Japan 
Postage 14 sen 
CONTENTS 
The Beginning of Things The Story of Uyesugi Kenshin 
The Land of Death Takeda Shingen and Kawanakajima 
The Rabbit of Inaba Fukuden-maru 
The Dawn of Japan's History Little Monkey-Face 
The Robe of Feathers Hideyoshi Among the Priests 
Shotoku Taishi The Taiko Hideyoshi 
The Nightingale Princess Okubo Hikozayemon 
Ishido-maru Hikozayemon and the Plum Tree 
Ushiwaka-maru Isshin Tasuke 
How Two Warriors Swam the Ujigawa Shiobara Tasuke 
How They Came Down the Hiyodorigoe Hidari Jingoro 
How Nasu-no Yoichi Shot the Fan Chushingura: The Revenge of the Forty-
Kanjincho Seven 
Issun-boshi The Rolling Potatoes 
The Defe.nce of Chihaya Castle Ninomiya Sontoku and Hanawa Hokiichi 
Masashige Dies at Minatogawa Byakko-tai : T he Young Heroes of Aizu 
Ikkyu the Priest Fukuzawa Yukichi 
Ikkyu, the Wizard and the Innkeeper Two Modern Heroes: Nogi and Togo 
Mr. Omori Harris, of whose widely-read novel "Lotus through the Slime" 
the London Times said,-" No book of travel or sociological study could give us 
a more vivid and truthful picture of modern Japan "- has written a fascinating 
story of the Japanese nation in the form of well-known tales from native sources 
of its heroes and outstanding events, from the cloudland era of the gods down to 
the present day, limned with light touches and in prismatic colours. His object, 
as the author says in his preface, was two-fold--to present an outline of affairs 
throughout the nation's history, and in the tales themselves to show the Western 
world something of the mental inheritance t hat has gone to the shaping of 
modern Japan. 
Not only are these stories entertaining and absorbing to read, but they serve 
at the same time as a good index and most convenient approach to the mental 
make-up of the nation, whose people have been familiar with them almost from 
their cradles. The Japanese sense of humour is often said to be elusive for 
Westerners, but readers of this volume will learn really to laugh with the Japa-
nese. Each nation has its own sense of justice and code of honour, even its own 
technique of teasing and deceiving; on all these things the stories cast a clear 
and penetrating light, showing up in turn the various facets of the racial 
character. But, after all, perhaps the most important thing for the casual book-
buyer is that they are so well written that they read like a novel, with never a 
dull sentence from cover to cover; interesting to children as well as to grown-
ups, these "Tales of All Ages" are especially indispensable to foreign students 
of Japanese education. 
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9n Your pocket too 
'?9here's ample room for-
THE NEW 
CONVERSATION 
TECHNiqUE 
"1t ~ .0.. -=-.::j:. - · ~ ~ iir:~ 'Er iia (J) i)ti_e ~ 
by Thomas Fawcett 
with translations 
by Oki Umetani 
Priee ¥1.00 
d Conversation book 
CONVENIENT in size & arrangement 
NEW in form and content 
PRACTICAL in aim and method 
BEAUTIFUL in format and binding 
HELPFUL in notes and suggestions 
INTERESTING in detail and in general 
REASONABLE in price 
Get your copy today. Send copies to 
your friends as well. 
(1!\UH\l!.:!\'i ¥ 1.50) 
LIVIN{7 
IN JAPAN 
by Glenn 
W. Shaw 
Cloth 258 pages 
¥ 2 50 postage 
• 10 sen 
[
VING IN JAPAN 
eflects two sides 
f the author's 
life tw e nty 
years in Japan , the roving, participating, 
journalistic side, and the reading, delv-
ing, translating side. Part One takes you 
with him straight into a folk dance, a 
fire ceremony, the streets, temples, gar-
dens of ancient towns, the homes, cars, 
buildings of modern cities, a raging ty-
phoon. Part Two lets you into his study, 
where nine-tenths of the books are Jap-
anese, gives you glimpses of contempor-
ary Japanese literature, verse forms and 
sentiments ancient and modern, virtual-
ly all the important English translations 
ever made from Japanese literature, the 
latest great Japanese novel, authentic 
Japanese atmosphere in a springtime 
sheaf of translations. 
~--,, 
